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• Kitchen Glass Splashbacks

• Bathroom Glass Splashbacks

• Decorative Glass Wall Cladding

• Signage and Whiteboards

• Commercial Projects

Our range of splashbacks is diverse and unique, from simple to 
complex, we have a range that will suit any needs. With over 10 
years experience we have uncovered new and exciting ways to 
give any kitchen or decorative glass that wow factor. 

Our attention to detail and providing a personalised service with 
our customers enables us to achieve a high class finish to your 
requirements.

Introduction



Colour & Glittered Effects

Digitally Printed Glass

Mirrored Splashbacks 

Matt Glass Splashbacks 

Antique Mirror Collections

Plain Colour Splashbacks

Our Splashback Finishes



Foggy Mushroom RAL 8025 RAL 8022

Blush Phanton
Purple

Purple Dhalia Aubergine

RAL 2003 BS 5252
06 E 53

Orange Orbit Atomic Red

Living Coral
FF6F61

Soft Red RAL 3001
Signal Red

Burgundy

Grecian Green
88yy 71/380

Dulux
Delicious Lime

Pantone 802 C RAL 6001

Angel RAL 6027 RAL 5018 Ocean Blue

IcePowder Blue Rich Silk Blue Marine

Pale Yellow Yolo Yellow Warm Citrus Lemon
Trumpet LG 196

Plain Coloured Splashbacks

Using low-iron crystal clear glass as standard, our splash-backs are painted 
to a high quality, unrushed and designed to create a striking finish.

Choose from our selection of popular nuetrals and colour shades, or choose from 
major colour charts available such as RAL, Dulux Trade, Farrow & Ball, Little Greene 
and British Standard colours. Splashbacks are one of a kind and are a long term 
high quality solution for any interior.

Pleast note our colour swatches are for guidance use only we recommend looking 
at glass samples when choosing colours, we offer one free sample and additionals
available on request for a small fee.

RAL 9010
Pure O� White

Pure Black 9011 RAL 7024 RAL 7015 RAL 7031

RAL 7037 7004 RAL 7035 Pure White

RAL 7006 Wood Brown 7032 7044 Rolling Fog

RAL 7035 RAL 7047 Indian White10YY 83/014
Golden Jasmine 3

Night Jewels 6



Add a bit of sparkle to your splashbacks. Becoming increasingly popular is the 
sparkle effect. Choose a regular paint and mix a sparkle effect. A variety of sparkle 
types can be used such as silver, gold, or even rainbow sparkle. The shine, glimmer 
and elegance is sure to brighten up any kitchen, the premium finish achieves a 
sense of wonder and is sure to impress and be the envy of others.

Choose your plain base colour then add your glitter effect or you can choose
from our unique range of exclusive combinations the possibilities are endless.

Glitter Splashbacks

Black with Copper Heavy
Glitter

Black Silver Heavy 
Glitter

Black with Rainbow 
Glitter

White with Rainbow
Glitter

White with Silver Heavy
Glitter

Fresh Air Blue
Pearlescent

Midnight Black with Blue
Glitter

Morning Rise
Sunset pearlescent

Dark Copper Powder

Purple Silk
Sunset Pearlescent

RAL 4004
Blue Pearlescent

Ultra Supa Nova

Our Exclusive Glitter Range



Glitter Splashbacks

Full Range of Glitter effects

Bright Copper Glitter Copper Glitter Gold Glitter

Copper Pearlescent Sunset Pearlescent Blue Pearlescent

Large Rainbow Glitter Mixed Rainbow Glitter Rainbow Shimmer

Silver Shimmer Glitter Silver Medium Glitter Silver Heavy Glitter

From our vast range of glitter effects you will be sure to find a good choice along 
with a base colour you can be creative as you like. Darker shade of colours really 
make the glitter pop out whilst the subtle light colours glimmer softly.



Matt Splashbacks

Matt finish splashbacks are a cool twist to the standard glossy reflective surface 
you would normally find, understated yet sophisticated and when paired with led 
lighting or naturally bright areas matt splashbacks can create a soft beautiful look 
available in many colours to suit your kitchen or other interirors.

All our matt glass splashbacks come with EnduroShield - Hydrophobic
easy clean feature to reduce cleaning time and prevent grease and dirt marks.

Easy Clean Glass

EnduroShield is a revolutionary invisible treatment that repels water, soap scum 
and grime, allowing you easier cleaning less often. Water will bead on the surface, 
demonstrating EnduroShield’s repellent nature, and similar to a non-stick fry pan 
cleaning time is noticeably reduced. EnduroShield works on new and existing 
surfaces.

Makes Cleaning a Breeze
A regular wipe over with a microfiber cloth is all it takes, no more scrubbing.

Superior protection
Against the corrosive effects of soap scum, dirt, grime, lime scale, salt, chemicals, 
and hard water.

Reduces Cleaning Time
By up to 90%

Stays cleaner for longer between cleans
Professional application to new and existing glass surfaces: 
Up to 5 year warranty.



Printed Colour Splashbacks

Print directly onto the splashbacks with your own design or select a theme and let 
our in-house graphic designers get to work. From skylines, beaches, landscapes 
geometric patterns or even a bespoke design created bespokely for you. Digitally 
printed splashbacks offer limitless possibilities for your creativity, let us help you 
create not just a splashback but a masterpiece of art in your interior space.

Abstract Prints Gradient Prints Wave Style Prints Landscape Prints

Fruit Splash

Features:

• Heat Resistant
• Ultra High Resolution Images
• Full colour printing
• Personalised Designs
• Customiseable with Glitter effects
• Maximum Length 3 meters

Choosing images

The possibilities are endless you can choose from thousands of images online.

Shutter Stock
www.shutterstock.com

Adobe Stock
www.stock.adobe/uk

Design Consultations

Our in-house Design team can help 
transform your visions to realitiy making 
your splashback one of a kind we can work 
with you to create a true masterpiece for 
your home.



A striking alternative to regular painted splashbacks. Mirrored splashbacks are just 
as versatile are regular painted splashbacks with that added benefit of creating a 
sense of space and continuity to interiors and kitchens. 

Mirrors are becoming increasingly common as splashbacks and it is their simple 
yet beautiful reflectivity that gives life to any interior. 

Add an additional touch of colour to your mirrored splashbacks by using grey, 
bronze or even give a traditional look with antique mirrors. These mirrors when 
complimented with your interior can delightfully achieve stunning results.

Mirrored Splashbacks

Toughened Mirror
Silver Finish
Heat Resistant
Max Length 4meter

Toughened Mirror
Bronze Finish
Heat Resistant
Max Length 4meter

Toughened Mirror
Grey Finish
Heat Resistant
Max Length 4meter

Regular Mirror
Silver

Regular Mirror
Bronze

Regular Mirror
Grey

Regular Mirror
Rose Gold

Regular Mirror
Blue

Regular Mirror
Gold



Silver Antique
Mirror
non-toughened

Bronze Antique
Mirror
non-toughened

Antique Mirrors

Antique mirrors have become increasingly popular over the years they come in 
various styles and finishes you can choose from lightly distressed mirrrors to heavy 
patterns in different tints. Our Toughened Antique mirrors are safe to use behind 
hobs, bathrooms or other interior areas as they are made heat resistant.

Grey Antique
Tough Mirror

Rough Antique 
Tough Mirror

Vintage Antique 
Tough Mirror

Vintage Bronze 
Antique Tough
Mirror

Vintage Rough
Bronze Antique
Tough Mirror

Gold Swathe 
Antique Tough
Mirror



Glass Outlet Ltd

Rear of 214-216
Alexander Avenue
Harrow
HA2 9BU
T: 0203 802 4295

E: info@glass-outlet.co.uk
W: www.glass-outlet.co.uk


